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Abstract: Security has become an indivisible question as
Information Technology is ruling the world now. Cryptography
is the technique to prove the inconceivable security for the secret
data. Visual Cryptography is appropriate for any images, in
which k out of n shares are enough to decrypt the clandestine
information. It’s a method of isolating the secret among a group
of contributors and each contributor get a share of the secret.
Here sufficient number of shares is combined to expose the
secret. Main applications of Visual Cryptography are Bank
customer identification, Biometric security and so on. This paper
provides such methods to maintain the privacy of an individual’s
medical image and also embrace watermarking in the medical
images, which provides copy right to the medical images of the
concerned hospitals. Three Visual cryptography schemes are
projected for medical image. Steps related to dividing the secret
as shares are needed to be very hard to attack. These schemes
mainly focused on decryption method, this act as an imperative
utensil for getting efficient results.

number of shares; there is no need of cover here, share itself
speaks. The decryption has to be done by superimposing the
required number of shares[6,7].
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I. INTRODUCTION
Fig. 1. Visual Cryptography scheme

More and more progress in technology needs
further security of data. Protecting this data in a safe way is
the challenge for the upcoming technologist. For this,
technologist provides many securing methods such as
Cryptography, Steganography, Visual Cryptography, and
Watermarking and so on. Although ‘immune to attack’, this
only defines the strength of algorithm created by many
technologist[1,2].
Cryptography is the origin of all securing methods,
which begin with the data security[1,3]. Further it is
extended to images nothing called Visual Cryptography[5].
The image security can be done using black and white pixels.
It is based on vision of the person. It is possible to decrypt the
encrypted image visually so it is named as visual
cryptography. The first step of this method is half toning,
which converts the input image into binary image. The
binary image is composed of only black and white pixels.
Each pixel is changed into n modified forms, this is termed as
shares[8]. It is simple and very efficient in securing the
information, because there is no need for key assigning and
computational complexity in this. Steganography, which
uses cover image to embed the secret data. But in visual
cryptography, the images are secured by dividing it into
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This paper concentrates on sheltering medical
images by using watermarking and visual cryptography
techniques[4]. Watermarking which says the name of the
service organization[5] and visual cryptography is for
providing isolation to the medical images of the peoples.
Here multiple medical images can be protected by creating
less number of shares. This creates strength to the proposed
method.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The schematic diagram of the proposed method is
shown in figure. The main aim of this method has to provide
copyright to the service organizations medical image as well
as to give the solitude to the people’s medical report using
visual cryptography. This paper describes three methods of
visual cryptography.
The projected methods describes about the
encryption of medical images done by shares. Each share is
the grouping of black and white pixels. The main advantage
of this scheme is that, each share individually cannot give the
information about the clandestine image.Decryption does not
requires any key or complex algorithm. Hence secret image is
obtained by stacking the number of shares.
The general steps involved in this paper are
described as follows. The first
step has to embed the
watermarking in the test
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inputs[9,10], then these images undergone half toning, that
is the input images are converted into binary image. These
binary images are encrypted into number of shares as per the
prescribed scheme. These steps illustrated the encryption
process. The decryption has to be done by superimposing the
sufficient number of shares.

A Sample Result for Method 1

Fig. 2. Schematic Diagram of Proposed Method

A. Method 1
Method 1 involves only one watermarked medical
image as input.Here ‘A’ in the input image, which descrides
the hospital A watermarking. This input is separated into 2
shares as per (k,n) threshold scheme.The first share has to be
kept in the service organization server and the second share
has given to the concerned person(whose image is kept as
input).So this isolation provides privacy for the peoples
medical report.One cannot visualize anything from single
share,that is the medical image can be viewed only if both the
shares are place over.Because of watermarking, the hospital
can assert that this is my medical report.So this method
provides safety to both peoples and service organization.
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B. Method 2
In this method, three shares are created by getting two
persons medical image as input. If we combine share1 and
share 2, it reveals first persons medical image. One can
visualize the second medical image by uniting share 2 and
share 3. Hence share 2 is common for exposing both the
outputs, this share2 should remain in the hospital server.
Then share1 is given to first person and the share 3 is given to
second person. This method uses only less memory to secure
the medical images of many persons in the data base of the
organization. Hence to secure two medical images, only one
share is enough to be in the server.
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A Sample Result for Method 2
C. METHOD 3:
This method produces three shares for three input
medical images. Here share 2 and share 3 are combined to
give the share reference. With the help of share reference;
one can decrypt three outputs.Share1 and share reference
exposé the first person’s medical image, share 2 and
clockwise rotated share reference provides second medical
image, share 3 and anticlockwise rotated share reference
reveals third medical image. Hence the share reference
(common share) has stored in the hospital data base,
share1,share 2 and share 3 are given to person1, person 2 and
person 3 respectively.
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A Sample Result for Method 3
The first method which produces two shares by using
one secret image. The second one creates two shares,which
has two input medical image. With the reference of three
images, three shares and all formed in third method.The
share rotation is implemented in method 3 to get three
images by combining different combinations of the encrypted
shares.
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III. CONCLUSION

AUTHORS PROFILE

Visual understanding is better than anything,
because this is apart from any language. Many fields are
available for securing confidential data/image. This paper
describes visual cryptography with watermarking.
Watermarking is the unique identity for service organization;
this avoids any disputes regarding ownership of the image.
Here the image to be protected is divided into shares. In order
to reveal the protected image, these shares have to come
together. This explains the extent to which data/image
protection can be made. In case of multiple images to be
protected, it is enough to create less number of shared
images. One shared image is enough to protect multiple
images. Thus these proposed techniques prove that less
storage space is enough for protecting multiple images.
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